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Our food system needs to be 
smarter. Let’s build it.
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The global food system 
needs to change 
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Improved outcomes are 

needed:

1. Increase food 

availability

2. Improve access to 

food

3. Stimulate balanced 

nutrition

4. Enhance system 

stability

Pressure is mounting on 

the global food system:

1. Resource scarcity

2. Changing consumer 

expectations

3. Lack of profitability

4. Ongoing systemic and 

acute system shocks

Source: Rabobank, 2015



We need to focus on boosting 
productivity

“Intensification—
higher yields and 
more intensive use 
of land—needs to 
contribute 90% of 
the growth in 
global crop 
production to 
2050.”

Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the 

United Nations
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Growth in production depends on lifting yields—
not expanding land area.

Source: FAO, 2012; Rabobank, 2015



Potential for improvement
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A smarter food system
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Big data Technology Algorithms
Smarter 

food 
system

Big data tells us 

what is happening 

in lots of detail

Algorithms translate 

data into decisions, 

adding speed and 

accuracy

Technology collects 

data and automates 

the way things are 

done

Source: Rabobank, 2015

The combination of technology, big data and algorithms is a potentially 
powerful opportunity to improve outcomes in the global food system.



We’re starting to move to a 
smarter food system 
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Farming
systems

Optimize, increase
production, reduce
losses

Food 
processing

Improve food 
safety, traceability

en reduce waste

Trading, 
distribu-
tion and
logistics

Efficiency gains
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Examples of a smarter 
food system in the works
Around the world and along supply chains
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Drones take farming to new heigths
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- Improved accuracy on crop
conditions

- Less time spent surveying crops
- More targeted and efficient

applications of inputs
- Better Prices for extra produce 



..and online retail is a game changer 
for  the retail and the value chain
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Other shelves

More competence

More retail control

Different marketing

Complexity: consistence, 
packaging, ripeness

Chain reduction

In 2030 around 25% of 
the groceries done  

online 



Conclusions: improving productivity, 
connectivity and sustainability

A smarter food system offers 

enormous scope to improve 

the productivity of global F&A

Productivity gains of at least 5% 

above business as usual are 

possible: across sub-sectors and 

along supply chains

To realise the potential, we 

need to strengthen supply 

chains, secure investment and 

resolve societal dilemmas

Rabobank is positive about 

building a smarter food system, 

yet realistic about what this will 

take



Thank you for your attention 

Challenged by big data


